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Cautions when using the switch

Please do not use autotransformer. DC power supply must use insulated transformer.

mis-operation and damaging.

Instruction for capacitance proximity switch.

shorter than 200mm for fearing of  the voltage drop 

will be too big to bear.

To avoid mis-operation, the capacitance proximity switch is not suitable for installing near high frequency electric

field, such as near high frequency welder, supersonic generator and so on.The operating distance of the capacitance

proximity switch generally can be adjusted according to different detecting objects.Therefore, when installing, it 

should be adjusted. Please refer to the following steps for the adjustment method:

B.The potentiometer should 

be rotated slowly to the right

when the sensor is not 

detecting. Do not stop until

it turns to the position of ON 

in the proximity switch.

C. When closing to the

detecting object, the 

potentiometer should be 

rotated to the left. Do not

stop until it turns to the

position of OFF in the

proximity switch.

D. The adjustment of operating

destance is end when the

potentiometer is between ON

and OFF.

if there
The above switch is inductance type proximity switch. M18 refers to cylinder’s diameter is 18mm, 30 

stands for DC6-36V, 05 indicates the detective distance is 5mm. N stands for NPN negative logic and A

 is  NO output.

protect

different metals, the switch has different operating distances(Diagram1).

high-speed places, please set the

operating distance of the switch within 1/20 of standard operating distance.Under this condition, the switch 

can reach max operating frequency.

Please refer to the instruction manual of capacitive proximity switch when setting its operating distance . 

Ratio of inducting different materials

Diagram of connection mode
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Honorable customers, thanks for selecting and using our company’s sensors.

consult the instruction first to avoid unnecessary losses caused by mis-operation. Because the product is improved 

unceasingly, the sensors you got may be different from the drawing in the instruction.

When using our company’s products, please 

Uses:it is suitable for controlling the limit machine tool, detecting, counting velocity 

and automatic line for locating sending signal, etc. It is also widely used in machinery, mine metallurgy, plastics, textile,

chemical industry, light industry, tobacco, electric power, railway, war industry and so on.

measurement, liquid level, signal,

The capacitance proximity switch can be used to check metal, plactic, glass, water and other 

the conductivity, water absorption and volume of all kinds of detecting objects are different, the corresponding detected 

distances are different,too.The sensing distance varies depending on the metal being detected.

substances, Because of 
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